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【Purpose and Background of the Research】 
RNA is vulnerable to intervention due to its 
characteristics as a mediator of genetic information. 
RNA is more extensively and dynamically regulated 
by modification and processing compared to DNA, 
where genetic information is stored. Many 
RNA-binding proteins etc. are involved in RNA 
processing, and abnormalities in this process cause 
disease (RNA disease). In this project, we aim to 
determine the “compound intervening splicing 
rules” from transcriptome data of cells treated with 
lead chemical compounds. Using RNA disease 
model iPS cells and animal models constructed by 
CRISPR-Cas9, we wish to establish a novel field of 
chemical biology where postgenomic drugs to RNA 
disease are generated. 

【Research Methods】 
In this project, we will follow five steps (Figure 1) to 
reach our goal. 1) Elucidating “intervening rules” of 
each splicing intervening compound, 2) 
Categorizing “abnormal splice codes” of each RNA 
disease. 3) Matching each RNA disease with 
appropriate splicing intervening compound and 4) 
Structure optimization of the compound. We will 
use a splicing reporter and feedback the 
information for further optimization of the 
compound. 5) Using RNA disease model iPS cells 
and models animals constructed by CRISPR-Cas9, 
we will verify, secondary screen, and test the 
efficacy of the compounds to evaluate the 
effectiveness to RNA disease at whole-body level.  

【Expected Research Achievements and 
Scientific Significance】 

This project is completely original from two points 
of view. First, establishing “intervening rules” of 
splicing intervening compounds will make it 
possible to efficiently seek compounds that correct 
aberrant splicing of RNA diseases with no cure at 
the moment. Second, using phenotypically relevant 
RNA disease models of iPS cells and animals 
constructed by CRISPR/Cas9 in order to verify and 
optimize structure will help identify compounds 
closer to clinical application. 
We believe this project will develop a new field of  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
chemical biology, where genetic diseases are 
treated by chemical compounds. 
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Figure: Matching “splicing intervening 
compound” and “RNA disease” 


